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February 15, 2010

TO: San Juan County Council Members

FROM: Common Sense Alliance

SUBJECT: Comments Regarding Proposed Resolution

The Common Sense Alliance is providing these comments and attached materials as part of our

ongoing objective of being part of the solution.  As we have said before, our sole interest is in

helping our local government establish a CAO review process that gets us across the finish line in

December with a CAO that is legally defensible, that provides reasonable protections for our

environment, and that creates the least disruption possible for our fellow citizens and neighbors.

Comments Regarding the Proposed Resolution Regarding Next Steps in Considering Best

Available Science in Protecting Critical Areas

We have reviewed the RESOLUTION, as posted with the agenda for the County Council meeting
on Tuesday, February 16, 2010.  We appreciate the efforts of Councilperson Pratt through her
motion last week to move us forward expeditiously in engaging scientific experts to assist the
Council regarding the evaluation of best available science for use in reviewing our provisions for
the protection of critical areas in San Juan County.  We are concerned, however, that the proposed
Resolution, as drafted, appears to be inconsistent with our understanding of the Council’s intent,
Department of Commerce guidance for GMA reviews, and appropriate roles and responsibilities
under the Home Rule Charter.  Although we have been paying very close attention regarding this
matter, it is also possible that we might be misunderstanding the intent of the proposal.  Either way,
we recommend revising the draft to avoid any confusion regarding these matters.

In the interest of helping the Council move forward on Tuesday with a Resolution that will allow

the County to engage Dr. Adamus and other appropriate scientific experts that the County Council

may determine necessary without delay, we have provided a revised draft of the Resolution with

both “clean” and red lined versions for your consideration.  We understand that the County needs to
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engage Dr. Adamus immediately to secure his services in time and with sufficient capacity to be

helpful, but we still believe it is necessary for the County to identify the “issues of concern” as

reflected in the posted draft, before the scientists can reasonably be asked to help us with them.

We believe that the reasons the edits suggested in our proposed revised draft are self-explanatory.

If you have any questions, we are always available to work with you in this process.  Several of us

will be available during the County Council Meeting on Tuesday and we expect to provide some

additional comments during Citizen Access Time.

Additional Proposed Resolution on Scheduling the CAO Review Process

Consistent with our memorandum of February 12, 2010, we have prepared an additional Resolution

that we propose for adoption by the Council to move forward with the other steps necessary to

complete the CAO review process within the year.  The proposed resolution is intended to facilitate

full public participation and engender public confidence in the CAO review process and our Home

Rule government.  We understand that the Planning Department is laboring under several important

demands, but believe that the development of a schedule including all of the steps in the CAO

review process is essential so that any resource limitations can be identified and addressed now so

that the process is not compromised later in the year.

We very much appreciate your consideration of our thoughts in this critical matter.

Attachments:

1. Revised Draft of the Posted Proposed Resolution (Clean Version)

2. Redlined Version of the Posted Proposed Resolution showing recommended revisions

3. Proposed RESOLUTION REGARDING THE PROCESS FOR ACHIEVING
COMPLIANCE WITH THE CRTICAL AREAS PROVISIONS OF THE GROWTH
MANAGEMENT ACT

cc: San Juan County Prosecuting Attorney

San Juan County Administrator


